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AFRICA
Ghana: Government returns to the IMF
On 1 July, the Ghanaian government announced that it would begin talks with the International Monetary Fund (IMF) for
economic support in response to a worsening cost of living crisis in the country. The government is going forward with plans to
negotiate an economic package after persistently stating that the country would never again approach the financial institution
for assistance. In May, Finance Minister Ken Ofori-Atta said that the government was “confident in its homegrown solutions” and
that “seeking a bailout from the IMF is not an option”. Despite these repeated refusals to seek help, the sudden about-face was
inevitable.
Tensions have increased in Ghana as life becomes more and more unaffordable. The government’s announcement of plans to
approach the IMF came just days after a two-day protest organised by Arise Ghana over the rising cost of living. On the first
day of protests, 12 people were injured and 29 others were arrested after the demonstration escalated to violence. Discontent
with the economic situation has been expressed through regular protests by the #FixTheCountry movement and looming strikes
by the country’s trade unions. In early July, unions representing public sector workers threatened to strike over low wages until
the government agreed to increase cost of living allowances by 15 percent. Controversial measures taken by the government to
address the economic situation have fallen flat. In May of this year, a 1.5 percent tax was added to all electronic transactions over
100 cedis ($12). While the government claimed the e-levy would widen the tax net and contribute to development projects, the
new tax increased the financial burden for small businesses and lower-income Ghanaians who are heavily reliant on electronic
payments. In June, it was reported that the tax had only generated 10 percent of estimated revenue as people began using cash
to avoid the e-levy.
The unrest is a reaction to an untenable economic situation, and the country’s economic data clearly explains why Ghanaians
are feeling the pinch. Economic growth has been sluggish, slowing to 3.3 percent year-on-year in the first quarter of 2022. The
inflation rate reached an 18-year high of 29.8 in June and the cost of imported goods climbed higher than domestically produced
goods for a third consecutive month. Transport costs have gone up dramatically, with the price of diesel rising by 99.7 percent
year-on-year and petrol prices increasing by 69.4 percent. The value of Ghana’s currency, the cedi, has plummeted by 21 percent
against the dollar and the country has struggled to manage a debt that has gone from 63 percent of GDP in 2019 to 78 percent
this year. An economic support package from the IMF could allow for a much-needed opportunity to restructure the country’s
debt and provide access to external financing, but it is also likely to further aggravate social tensions. The decision to go to the
IMF has already been rejected by trade unions that claim the economic assistance will only make things worse, particularly if the
terms of the economic package include wage freezes or austerity measures that will force the government to end social
programmes.
Many who have criticised the policy reversal to contact the IMF claim that Ghana must work harder to help itself instead of
seeking help from others. Engagement with the IMF may have a limited impact because of the simple fact that the financial
institution’s support is not a substitute for fiscal responsibility. The government has blamed this increasingly dire economic
situation on external factors such as the war in Ukraine and the global fallout from the Covid-19 pandemic, but analysts say a
habit of poorly managed finances and excessive borrowing has also contributed to the problem. Ghana has now approached the
IMF 18 times in the 64 years since independence, and it is the second request for assistance in the past three years. The
repeated appeals for help are an indication of a larger domestic problem – a cycle of mismanagement that has made the
economy perpetually vulnerable to global fluctuations. Unless Ghana can address the myriad of factors that leaves its economy
unprepared for the storm, the deteriorating economic situation will give way to further unrest as Ghanaians are left out in the
rain.
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Angola
8 July 2022: Former President José Eduardo dos Santos
dies
The Angolan government announced on Friday that former
President José Eduardo dos Santos has died in Spain after
an undisclosed illness. Dos Santos was Angola’s second
president and ruled the country for nearly 40 years. He had
been in exile in Barcelona since retiring from politics
in 2017 and leaving power to current President João
Lourenço.
Mozambique
8 July 2022: One suspect killed during shootout in
Antananarivo
A suspected criminal was shot and killed by police in
Ivandry, Antananarivo on Thursday. Police say a shootout
began after a group of suspects was stopped for
questioning in the evening local time. An unconfirmed
number of suspects fled the scene and several weapons
were recovered from the suspects following the incident.
Investigations are underway.
South Africa
10 July 2022: Fifteen killed in shooting at Soweto bar
At least 15 people have been killed in a shooting at a bar
in Soweto. Eight others were wounded in the attack, which
was carried out by a group of heavily armed men in the
early hours of Sunday morning. “There was no history of
problems with the tavern as far as the police are concerned
but the township has been difficult for us because there
is no electricity and so it’s very dark,” said Col Dimakatso
Sello, a national police spokesperson. Investigations are
ongoing and no arrests have been made so far.

operation was carried out in Huluul between 20 and 23
July and was led by regional special police forces. Thirteen
vehicles used by the militants were destroyed and
security forces seized several firearm caches from the
militants during the operation.
Mali
27 July 2022: Dozens killed during attacks against FAMa
posts in western Mali
Several simultaneous attacks targeting posts of the Malian
Armed Forces (FAMa) were reported in western Mali on
Wednesday morning. At least six soldiers were killed and
25 others were wounded after militants attacked a military
camp in Sokolo, Ségou. Security forces reportedly killed 48
militants during the attack. In a separate attack, nine
soldiers and three civilians were killed at a camp in
Kaloumba, Koulikoro. A third military base in Mopti was
also attacked in the evening local time but security forces
repelled the militants without casualties.
Mozambique
28 July 2022: Six killed during Nangade attack
Three militants and three civilians were killed during an
attack in Nangade, Cabo Delgado on Tuesday. A group of
militants attacked the town at around 09:00 local time and
reportedly set fire to at least 20 buildings in the Chitunda
neighbourhood. Security forces affiliated with the Southern
African Development Community Mission in Mozambique
responded to the attack and captured five militants. The
Islamic State (IS) claimed responsibility for the attack.

Nigeria
22 July 2022: Five killed, 50 kidnapped following attack in
Munya
Five people were killed and 50 others were kidnapped after
a group of gunmen carried out an attack in Munya, Niger
State on Friday. Over 100 gunmen reportedly invaded
Kuchi village at about 01:00 local time. The attack comes
five days after soldiers repelled an attack at a military base
in Sarkin Pawa.

Central African Republic
29 July 2022: ICC issues warrant for arrest of rebel leader
On Friday it was reported that the International Criminal
Court (ICC) has issued a warrant for the arrest of
Nourredine Adam, a Central African rebel leader. Adam, the
country’s former security minister and the de facto
leader of the Popular Front for the Rebirth of Central
African Republic (FPRC), is accused of committing war
crimes and crimes against humanity during a conflict in
2013. The ICC initially issued the warrant under seal in
2019 but the court has now ordered for the warrant to be
unsealed.

Somalia
25 July 2022: Security forces kill scores of al-Shabaab
militants in Afder Zone
Local media reported on Monday that more than 100
al-Shabaab militants were killed during a security operation
in Afder Zone, Somali Region. In a statement, the Somali
Region Communication Bureau said that the security

DR Congo
31 July 2022: UN peacekeepers open fire at border post
Several people have been killed and injured after UN
peacekeepers opened fire on a border post in eastern DR
Congo. The peacekeepers were returning from leave in
Uganda when they opened fire at a closed barrier in Kasindi
in Beni territory, the UN mission in Kasindi said.
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AMERICAS
Cuba: Blackouts spread to Havana
Last weekend, the government of Cuba announced that it would begin deliberate electricity blackouts and cancel the
national carnival amid a worsening energy crisis. Havana, home to 11.3m people, had been spared the daily power
outages that the rest of the island has had to endure. However, as of August, six of Havana’s municipalities will no longer
be exempt from the outages. A schedule released by government officials said the cuts will take place every three days
during the middle of the day. The measure sparked mass discontent and protests, which came after the unprecedented
unrest that erupted across the country in July 2021, resulting in hundreds of civilians being arrested (many of whom are
still being held).
According to experts, the blackouts also reflect a deepening economic crisis that began back in 2019 when the US
imposed sanctions on the island, and only worsened with the Covid-19 pandemic and Russia’s invasion of Ukraine. The
country has seen food, petrol and shipping prices soar whilst the economy contracted by 11 percent from 2019-2021.
Cubans have withstood more than two years of food and medicine shortages, long queues over scarce goods, high prices,
and logistics issues on top of the newly announced blackouts. Since October, more than 150,000 Cubans have fled to the
US. “This is the moment to show solidarity and contribute so that the rest of Cuba suffers less from the undesirable
blackouts,” said Havana Communist Party leader Luis Antonio Torres.
Additionally, Jorge Piñon, director of the Latin America Energy and Environment Program at the University of Texas said
that Cuba’s entire power grid was close to collapse after suffering recent fires at two of its plants. “When you keep running
the equipment past its capital maintenance schedule it falls into a downward spiral with no short-term solution,” Piñon
said. “The announced scheduled blackouts are not in solidarity but rather a necessity to avoid a possible total collapse of
the system”.
The energy crisis looms amid extremely high temperatures, short-circuiting electrical equipment and fuel shortages.
Additionally, investments in renewable energy have so far not paid off; a proposed Chinese joint venture to build a
windfarm has been severely delayed, and a British project to turn the residue of sugar cane milling into energy was
hampered by the recent poor harvest, “the worst in Cuba in over 100 years,” Piñon said. The government has expressed its
concern over the situation, which experts say is at high risk of provoking mass protests similar to those seen last summer.
The cancelling of the carnival, announced along with the power cuts, has damaged public confidence in the government.
The carnival had also been a solid bridge between the communist government and a population that has been increasingly
leaning toward liberalist tendencies. With hundreds still detained for protesting last year, the regime finds itself in a
delicate position that is testing the patience of its people.
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Haiti
11 July 2022: Fifteen killed, 30 injured after armed gang
clashes in Port-au-Prince
On Saturday, at least 15 people were killed and 30 others
were injured following clashes between armed gangs in
Port-au-Prince, Ouest. The clashes occurred between the
G9 and GPep gangs in Cité Soleil. According to Council
President Joël Janéus, Cité Soleil is suffering its “highest
period of violence.. and has been at a complete standstill”
during the last few weeks. No arrests have been reported.

the weekend if the parties fail to come to an agreement.

Chile
12 July 2022: Two killed, one injured after shooting in
Valparaíso
Two people were killed and another was injured following
a shooting in Quintero, Valparaíso yesterday morning. The
incident took place at the ‘Sunshine Cabins’ in Mantagua, at
around 04:30 local time. No arrests have been reported.

Brazil
22 July 2022: Eighteen killed, five arrested after security
operation in Complexo do Alemao
Eighteen people were killed and five others were arrested
following a security operation in Complexo do Alemao, Río
de Janeiro yesterday morning. The incident occurred at
around 05:00 local time and reportedly lasted for some 9
hours. According to reports, 16 suspects, one civilian, and
one police officer were killed during the shootout.

Peru
18 July 2022: Transport and agricultural worker unions
begin strike, set up roadblocks in Cusco
Transport and agricultural worker unions began staging a
strike earlier today. The protest is being staged in order to
demand changes in policy surrounding both sectors.
Roadblocks have caused disruption to traffic and train
services in Cusco and Machu Picchu.
Jamaica
20 July 2022: Four people kidnapped and killed in Kingston
Four people were kidnapped and killed in Kingston. Police
found the victims’ bodies in Tivoli Gardens yesterday at an
undisclosed time after the victims had been reported
missing on 16 July. No arrests have been reported.
Costa Rica
21 July 2022: First confirmed case of monkeypox reported
The government of Costa Rica reported its first confirmed
case of monkeypox in the country yesterday. The Health
Ministry said the individual is a US citizen who was
travelling and is now in isolation.
Mexico
22 July 2022: Unionised Telmex workers protest in several
cities
Unionised workers from telephone company Telmex, staged
protests in Puebla City, Puebla and Mexico City yesterday
afternoon. The demonstrators gathered in order to
protest against working conditions and the lack of re-hiring
furloughed employees. Demonstrations began at around
12:00 local time and are expected to continue throughout
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Venezuela
22 July 2022: Worker unions stage anti-government
protests in Caracas
Workers’ unions staged a protest yesterday in Caracas. The
demonstrators gathered at Urdaneta Avenue at around
09:00 local time in order to protest against the Maduro
regime’s government programmes and its handling of the
economy. The workers also demanded better pay.

Argentina
26 July 2022: One killed, one injured by police officer in
Buenos Aires shooting
One person was killed, and another was injured following a
shooting in Buenos Aires yesterday morning. The incident
occurred at 2500 Darregueira Street, at around 09:00 local
time. One police officer was arrested in connection to the
shooting.
Colombia
27 July 2022: One police officer killed, three injured after
FARC dissident ambush in San Pablo
At least one police officer was killed and four others were
injured following a shooting in San Pablo, Bolívar earlier this
morning. The incident occurred at around 10:00 local time
when FARC dissidents ambushed the officers in San Pablo.
No arrests have been reported.
El Salvador
27 July 2022: Government announces bond buy-back
programme as economy comes under pressure
The government of El Salvador announced a plan for
voluntary repurchase to bondholders yesterday. The
operation will be funded by reserves allocated last year
by the IMF and a loan from Central American multilateral
lenders. President Nayib Bukele has been under pressure to
demonstrate healthy public finances as an $800m bond
maturity approaches and cryptocurrency purchases are
down.
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ASIA
Afghanistan: Al-Qaeda leader killed in US drone strike
With the recent confirmed death of al-Qaeda leader, Ayman al-Zawahiri, amid a US counter-terrorism drone strike in
Afghanistan, international media attention has once again been turned to the security situation in Kabul. Zawahiri had
been on the US’ most wanted list for terrorism since the 9/11 attacks in 2001 - attacks for which Zawahiri was believed to
be jointly responsible, having purportedly planned them alongside Osama Bin Laden. Zawahiri’s covert assassination comes
a year after the Taliban seized control of Kabul by forcing the US-backed democratic government from power in a move
which ultimately led to the withdrawal of all foreign troops from the country. Some of the key terms of the Doha
Agreement which enabled a peaceful withdrawal were that an interim Taliban-led government would not allow Afghanistan
to become a safe base for al-Qaeda to launch attacks from, as it had in the past, and also that the US and other foreign
forces would not intervene in Afghanistan’s domestic affairs.
The operation to assassinate Zawahiri was coordinated by the CIA and marks the first known US intervention in
Afghanistan since US troops were pulled out of the country last August. The drone strike reportedly targeted Zawahiri as
he stood on the balcony of his safe house, thought to have been located in the Sherpur area of Kabul, during the early
hours of Sunday morning. The drone apparently fired two missiles in a precision strike. It’s understood that no family
members of Zawahiri were injured or killed in the strike, with Zawahiri himself being the only casualty. Zawahiri was
responsible for plotting the 9/11 attacks with Bin Laden, and for masterminding various other violent attacks, including the
1998 US embassy attacks in Kenya and Tanzania, which killed 223 people in total, as well as the 2000 suicide bombing of
the USS Cole naval destroyer in Aden, in which 17 US soldiers were killed. US President Joe Biden described Zawahiri’s
killing as justice being delivered to family members of victims killed in attacks coordinated by him.
The Taliban’s response to the operation has been to accuse the US military of violating international principles and more
specifically, the 2020 Doha Agreement. News of a US operation being conducted in Kabul to assassinate a prominent
al-Qaeda leader right under the Taliban’s nose has served to highlight the extremely precarious nature of the US-Taliban
deal. In response to the news, the Taliban has deliberately failed to acknowledge Zawahiri at all - most likely because the
Afghan Taliban’s leadership is reluctant to highlight the group’s long-running alliance with al-Qaeda for risk of being
accused of violating the 2020 deal, or give any clear indication of precisely how far this alliance still goes.
While the 2020 deal required the Taliban to agree not to allow Afghanistan to be used as a base for attacks to be launched
by al-Qaeda, it did not specify that the Taliban had to sever all ties altogether - meaning the issue of harbouring wanted
terrorists could come down to a matter of differences in interpretation. US officials claim the Taliban were aware of
Zawahiri’s presence in Kabul, and that he was allowed to live freely and openly in the Afghan capital. However, local
sources suggest residents and workers who frequented the neighbourhood believed the property in which Zawahiri was
purportedly targeted to be empty. Taliban guards have since erected a cordon around the site and are said to be forcibly
removing journalists and media workers from the area. US military officials have accused Taliban affiliates of attempting to
cover up evidence of Zawahiri’s presence at the site following the strike. The official US line is that by hosting and
sheltering Zawahiri, the Taliban had “grossly violated” the fragile principles upon which the Doha peace deal was agreed.
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The killing of Zawahiri comes amid a worsening security situation across the board in Afghanistan. Following the Taliban
takeover, reliable domestic independent media reporting on Taliban-related incidents became heavily suppressed and
restricted; however, larger-scale incidents and prominent issues continued to receive coverage. In recent months, there
has been a considerable uptick in the number of security-related incidents linked to Taliban forces being reported in the
country, most notably in the Panjshir Valley, where the National Resistance Front (NRF) forces continue to resist Taliban
control. In the last month alone, several major deadly clashes have been reported, including fighting between the Taliban
and suspected NRF members, as well as cross-border incidents. A clash between Iranian and Afghan border forces broke
out last week, resulting in at least one fatality on the Afghan Taliban side. The precise circumstances behind the skirmish
remains unclear; however, Iranian sources indicate firing broke out when Taliban fighters allegedly attempted to raise a flag
on non-Afghan territory. The incident came a month after another clash occurred in the same area between Afghanistan’s
Nimroz province and Iran’s Hirmand. The cross-border fighting, along with an alleged rocket attack targeting the Uzbek
border town of Termez from Afghanistan earlier in July, has raised regional concerns about insecurity in Afghanistan spilling
into neighbouring countries.
The rocket attack on Termez came less than three months after the Islamic State (IS) claimed responsibility for firing 10
rockets at an Uzbek military base in the same border region, meaning the latest incident has only further fuelled legitimate
concerns regarding regional instability spreading due to violent militancy within Afghanistan. Given this context, the US
operation targeting al Qaeda leader Ayman al-Zawahiri is arguably much less of a violation of the Doha Agreement than
the Taliban leadership in Kabul are portraying it to be.
Unlike the covert 2011 US military operation in which Osama Bin Laden was killed in Abbottabad in neighbouring Pakistan,
early indications suggest there were no other casualties or fatalities other than that of Zawahiri in Sunday’s operation.
Another key difference which has yet to come to light, is whether or not Taliban leaders officially knew of Zawahiri’s
presence in Kabul. The legal and political circumstances surrounding the assassination of Zawahiri are entirely different
compared to that of Bin Laden - nevertheless, al Qaeda is likely to respond in much the same way: a pledge to exact
vengeance. How significant this response will be will greatly depend on what level of awareness the Afghan Taliban had of
Zawahiri’s presence in Kabul and what that subsequently means for what extent of unofficial support al-Qaeda has behind
the scenes of the Taliban leadership. The answers to these questions lie in whether or not the Afghan Taliban had already
violated the Doha Agreement by intentionally harbouring Zawahiri.
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Pakistan
10 July 2022: Dozens killed in Balochistan flooding
At least 57 people have been killed in flash flooding in the
southern Balochistan province. Ziaullah Langove, the
disaster and home affairs adviser to the province’s chief
minister, announced the death toll in a statement on
Saturday. Hundreds of people have been displaced by the
flooding, while eight dams have burst. The Pakistan Navy
has been deployed to help with evacuation efforts.
Australia
11 July 2022: Man shot dead in Melbourne’s Noble Park
A 36-year-old man has been shot dead in an incident which
occurred in Melbourne’s Noble Park area on Monday
morning. The shooting is understood to have happened
during the early hours, at around 06:00 local time, near
Corrigan Road. The police have launched a man hunt for a
suspect who remains on the run. The victim is said to have
died at the scene, while the suspect allegedly fled on foot
via the Ross Reserve. It’s believed the two parties were
known to each other.
Sri Lanka
12 July 2022: President Rajapaksa flees country
Sri Lankan President Gotabaya Rajapaksa has reportedly
fled the country amid escalating unrest over the economic
crisis which has engulfed the country since earlier this year.
Rajapaksa is understood to have fled the country alongside
other members of his family, having been in hiding since
protesters stormed his residence over the weekend. The
development comes ahead of his planned resignation on
Wednesday. His younger brother, ex defence minister Basil
Rajapaksa, has also fled, following an initial failed attempt a
day before, and is understood to be en route to the US.
Papua New Guinea
21 July 2022: Violent Enga attack leaves 18 dead
A violent attack has been reported in the Enga province,
leaving at least 18 people dead, according to
provisional reports. The incident is understood to have
happened on Wednesday afternoon, when security forces
received reports of an armed altercation in the Porgera area
of Enga. It’s believed a number of unidentified armed
individuals attacked a group of people with machetes in
what police have described as a “brutal massacre”. The
Porgera area is now under a state of emergency, with
increased law enforcement and military deployment.
Philippines
24 July 2022: Gunman kills three at Quezon City campus
A man has killed three people at a university campus in
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Quezon City. The suspect shot a former town mayor and
two others ahead of a graduation ceremony at the Ateneo
de Manila University on Sunday. He was arrested in a car
that he commandeered during an attempt to flee the scene.
“We are shocked and saddened by the events at the Ateneo
graduation today,” said President Ferdinand Marcos Jr.
Myanmar
25 July 2022: Military government executes activists
Myanmar’s military-led government has executed four
pro-democracy activists. The US embassy in Yangon
confirmed that activist Kyaw Min Yu and former legislator
Phyo Zeya Thaw, as well as protesters Hla Myo Aung and
Aung Thura Zar, had been killed. There has been
international condemnation of the executions, including
from Japan which said it “seriously deplores” the killings.
They were sentenced to death in a closed-door trial.
Thailand
27 July 2022: Police detain 17 gang members over Pathum
Thani bomb attack
Police in the Muang Pathum Thani district of the Pathum
Thani province have reportedly detained at least 17 gang
members in connection with a recent bomb attack. The 17
detainees are understood to be teenagers who the police
suspect are responsible for the bomb attack, which
occurred last week at a rival gang’s house in the
Thammasuthee area.
India
27 July 2022: BJP Youth leader killed in Karnataka
A local youth leader for the Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP)
Youth Wing has reportedly been killed in a recent attack
in the Mangaluru area of Karnataka state. The victim was
apparently attacked on Tuesday whilst he was returning
home, when he was targeted by several armed assailants
and hacked to death. The attackers remain unidentified and
are believed to have fled the scene on motorbikes.
New Zealand
28 July 2022: Marlborough school on lockdown over
security threat
A school in Marlborough has been placed on lockdown on
Thursday, for the second time within the last 48 hours, over
a security threat. Marlborough Girls’ College, on
McLaughlan Street in the Springlands area of Blenheim
confirmed the precautionary measure. School officials
indicated the lockdown was imposed on Thursday after a
second threat was received in as many days, prompting
police units to surround the school as security teams swept
the premises.
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EUROPE
Heat Apocalypse hits Europe
A so-called ‘heat apocalypse’ has hit much of Europe in recent weeks, triggering large wildfires and record-breaking
temperatures, leading to widespread disruption. The term, ‘heat apocalypse’ was coined by French meteorologist
Francois Gourand, as life-threatening temperatures engulfed south-western parts of France in July. Wildfires were
reported in France and neighbouring Spain, as well as parts of Portugal, with thousands of communities evacuated. In the
UK, southern England saw a new record-high temperature of 40.2 degrees Celsius - marking the first time the mercury has
ever topped 40 degrees nationwide. The severe heatwave has highlighted the relevance of concerns expressed by climate
scientists, who warned that life-threatening heatwaves are becoming more intense, more frequent, and are lasting longer
due to the effects of climate change.
Hundreds of heat-related deaths were reported in the Iberian peninsula in recent weeks amid the high temperatures, with
parts of northern Italy also experiencing extended droughts. These drought-like conditions, coupled with strong winds,
have further exacerbated the intensity of wildfires breaking out, allowing them to spread quickly and making them much
harder to tackle. The wildfires in the Mediterranean affected large parts of Portugal, Spain, France, Croatia, and Greece.
Dozens of France’s regional departments, mostly along the country’s western coast, were placed on orange high alert, with
over 10,500 hectares of land burned in south-western France. The popular French tourist region of Gironde saw large
numbers evacuated from campsites as fires spread in the Landiras and Teste-de-Buch areas, while in southern Spain, over
3,200 people fled fires in the Mijas hills, not far from the tourist area of Malaga. Also in Spain, major wildfires caused
widespread disruption in the provinces of Castilla y Leon, Galicia, and Extremadura. In Portugal and Spain, over 1,000
heat-related deaths were recorded during the first half of the month. In Crete, Greek firefighters tackled an enormous
wildfire in Rethymno, while on Croatia’s Adriatic coast, fires broke out near a number of resort towns, including Sibenik and
Zadar. In northern Italy, the heatwave also impacted mountainous areas, as climbing authorities in the Alps urged hikers to
postpone treks up Mont Blanc due to “exceptional climatic conditions’’ increasing the risk of sudden rockfalls and
avalanches.
Meanwhile, in the UK, concerns have been raised over whether the country is headed towards a drought, with water
bans being imposed on hosepipes and sprinklers in parts of South East England following the driest July on record. Data
shows that the country only received eight percent of the average rainfall for the month in July, with longer-term forecasts
indicating further hot weather is expected. The UK’s record-breaking hot weather in July may not have triggered ferocious
wildfires such as those in France and Spain; however, it marks a significant departure from the mild summers typically
associated with the UK’s temperate climate. In recent years, the UK has increasingly seen temperatures rise year-on-year,
with the last eight months the driest on record since the severe drought and heatwave of 1976, while last month saw the
driest July since 1935. In a recent emergency meeting held by the National Drought Group, England was moved into the
‘Prolonged Dry Weather’ category - the stage before a drought is officially declared. Regional authorities are heavily
encouraging residents to avoid overconsumption of water in a bid to mitigate the risk of exacerbating drought conditions.
The UK isn’t the only country at risk of drought. The threat of agricultural drought has already begun to emerge more
prominently in countries affected by large wildfires, where entire swathes of land were consumed by flames. In these
areas, even the parts which escaped fires face soil being too dry for crops to grow. The impact the heatwave has had on
the farming industry is set to be felt into next year, with farmers delaying crop planting due to dry soil. This will likely see
prices of crop-based products rise, such as rapeseed - much like the prices of barley wheat increased four fold amid the
2018 heatwave. This comes against the wider backdrop of rising fears that the war in Ukraine could worsen a global food
crisis. Both Portugal and northern Italy have already declared drought emergencies and enforced water restrictions. Water
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shortages are something which monitoring groups have warned could become more of a prominent issue in the future
amid increasing extreme weather events such as heatwaves due to climate change and population growth - leading to calls
for major efforts to reduce countries’ water waste and consumption.
Aside from crop failure, another serious side-effect of extreme hot weather phenomena brought about by climate change,
is the threat to human life. Heatwaves come with a heightened risk of heat exhaustion, dehydration, heatstroke, and even
drowning - as many flock to coastal areas or lakes in attempts to cool off. Farm animals and pets are also exposed to the
same health threats - possibly more so in cases where animals have no ability to self-regulate body temperature, or find
shelter and water. Countries such as the UK which are used to milder climates year-round are not built infrastructurally to
cope with extreme temperatures, meaning the effects of a heatwave are felt more distinctly than in countries which are
used to coping in a hotter climate. A sudden influx of heat-related illnesses can put an extreme strain on emergency
services, which, when paired with traffic delays caused by damaged infrastructure such as melting road tarmac and railway
lines, leads to an increase in fatal heat-related incidents and water accidents.
One of the main factors fuelling the emergence and exacerbation of life-threatening heatwaves includes carbon emissions.
Climate scientists have described such extreme weather events as the byproducts of ’human-induced climate change’ in
reference to the global warming which has occurred since the industrial era. Records show that since 1884, the top 10
hottest years in the UK have all occurred within the last 20 years. The world is believed to have warmed by about 1.1
degree Celsius since the industrial era, with temperatures forecast to keep rising worldwide, unless governments can
actualise aims to make steep cuts to carbon emissions.
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Netherlands
6 July 2022: Police fire shots during protests over nitrogen
emission reduction plans
Police fired both warning and target shots in Friesland on
the night of 05 July 2022 during demonstrations by farmers
over government plans to cut nitrogen emissions. The
protests have been ongoing since Monday, with farmers
blocking roads and distribution centres; however, the police
action was a specific response to a tractor attempting
to drive into police officers and vehicles around the A32
motorway junction in Heerenveen. A tractor was hit, but
nobody was injured. The protests are expected to continue
at the Groningen Airport Eelde on the morning of 6 July.
Moldova
6 July 2022: A series of false bomb threats targets key
locations across Moldova
Numerous false bomb threats have been made at various
locations across Moldova, with the hoaxes affecting
operations at sites such as airports and public services
buildings. Over 50 threats have been made since
Monday 04 July 2022, with no evidence of any explosives
being found by the authorities. Similar threats were made
against Serbia earlier this year, which were speculated to
be connected to Serbia’s refusal to participate in organised
sanctions on Russia.
Hungary
12 July 2022: Protestors block bridge over planned tax
increases
Approximately 1,000 protesters blocked a bridge crossing
the River Danube, close to the parliament building in
Budapest on Tuesday. The protest was a response to a
motion proposed by PM Orban and his government, which
would increase tax rates for many small businesses.
Hungary is experiencing its highest rates of inflation in 20
years, further exacerbating the issue. The demonstration
took place whilst parliament was debating the motion, with
police successfully clearing the roadblock after an hour.
Estonia
14 July 2022: Estonian Prime Minister resigns
The Estonian Prime Minister, Kaja Kallas, resigned earlier
today. Following the disintegration of the previous coalition
government, Kallas’ resignation is a formality which will
permit the formation of a new government. An agreement
has been reached between three parties which will make
up the new governing coalition, with Kallas expected to
request a mandate to govern on 15 July 2022.
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UK
20 July 2022: Activists block M25 near Cobham
A group of activists have staged a protest along a section of
the M25 motorway near Cobham, blocking traffic. Just Stop
Oil activists have staged the demonstration on Wednesday
morning, forcing two lanes of traffic to close near Junction
10. The group has confirmed plans to stage further protests
with the intention of blocking traffic on the M25 again over
the next two days.
France
22 July 2022: Marseille hotel stabbing kills one
A recent stabbing which occurred at a hotel in the
southern coastal city of Marseille has apparently left one
person dead. The fatal stabbing occurred on Thursday
afternoon, at around 13:00 local time at a hotel on Rue
Emile Duclaux. The deceased has been identified as a
male victim, who was apparently stabbed to death by their
attacker, who then fled the scene. Police have reportedly
identified the attacker and have launched a manhunt.
Italy
26 July 2022: Moris Italia employees stage strike and
protest in Brebbia
A worker’s strike and protest were reported in Brebbia,
Lombardy earlier today. The demonstrators, a large group of
Moris Italia employees, gathered in front of the company’s
headquarters in order to protest against “unfair” working
conditions. No violence has been reported.
Portugal
28 July 2022: Three injured in Porto shooting
Three people have allegedly been injured amid a recent
shooting incident which occurred in the coastal city of
Porto on Thursday. The shooting is understood to have
taken place overnight, with police responding to reports
of gunfire hears in the Rua da Torrinha area, outside a bar
during the early hours of the morning, at around 04:00
local time. It’s believed the shooting erupted as a result of a
altercation which escalated suddenly and turned violent.
Germany
28 July 2022: Hamburg shooting kills one
One person - a male - has been confirmed dead following a
recent fatal shooting incident which occurred in the
northern city of Hamburg on Wednesday evening. The
shooting apparently occurred overnight, at around 23:00
local time, in the Hohenfelde area of Lubecker Strasse.
Initial reports indicate the shooting took place in a shisha
bar. A police manhunt has reportedly been launched for the
perpetrator.
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Iraq: Protesters storm parliament as political crisis deepens
Supporters of the powerful Shia cleric and politician, Muqtada al-Sadr, stormed parliament in Baghdad on 30 July. They
returned again on Saturday, resulting in clashes which left 100 protesters and 25 members of the security forces wounded.
His rivals staged counter-protests outside parliament on Monday, accusing him of attempting a coup. The UN expressed
concern about the unrest, while caretaker Prime Minister Mustafa al-Kadhimi called for restraint. This week al-Sadr called
on his supporters to leave the parliament and join a sit-in rally outside the building instead. He has since demanded the
dissolution of parliament and called for early elections, urging the protesters to remain in place until these conditions are
met.
The latest unrest comes amid Iraq’s worst political crisis since 2015. Sadr’s political bloc won the most seats (74 of 329)
in the elections held last October, but then spent the next few months unsuccessfully attempting to form a government.
They tried to build a coalition with the largest Kurdish party, the Kurdistan Democratic Party (KDP), and the Sunni party
Taqadum led by parliament speaker, Mohammed Al Habousi. After failing to achieve sufficient support for his coalition,
Sadr (who did not stand for election) called on his MPs to resign en masse. This surprising move ceded the political
impetus to his Shia rivals, namely the Iran-backed Coordination Framework. However, although he can no longer form a
government himself, Sadr has positioned his movement to block the formation of any government that he disapproves of
with the threat of protests and violence. He is now demonstrating that power inside Baghdad’s Green Zone.
Al-Sadr also does not appear to be in any mood to negotiate with the Coordination Framework. “But we have already tried
and experienced dialogue with them,” he said. “It has brought nothing to us and to the nation – only ruin and corruption.”
His main rival is Nuri al-Maliki, who served as Iraq’s prime minister from 2006 to 2014 and is now head of the State of
Law bloc, which won the third-largest bloc in last year’s election. However, al-Maliki’s aspirations for a political comeback
were dealt a blow when a series of leaked recordings were released in June. He called al-Sadr a traitor and promoted closer
relations with Iran’s Islamic Revolutionary Guards Corps (IRGC). Al-Maliki was also heard alleging that al-Sadr was “working
within a direct British project” and was critical of the Hashd al-Shaabi (Popular Mobilisation Forces - PMF), the group of
Shia militias aligned with pro-Iran groups. Al-Maliki claimed that the recordings were faked, but it is clear that they have
been extremely damaging to his hopes of returning to the premiership.
Iran continues to cast a large shadow over its neighbour. Recently a senior military commander, Brig Gen Esmail Ghaani,
visited Baghdad in an attempt to negotiate with the protesters. However, he does not have the political influence of his
predecessor, Qassem Soleimani, who was killed in a US drone strike in 2020. Sadr is opposed to foreign influence in Iraq,
including Tehran which is backing his Shia rivals. Iran saw its allies in Lebanon, namely Hezbollah, lose its parliamentary
coalition majority during elections in May. Unless pro-Iran parties find a way to form a government in Iraq, Tehran’s
influence on the region will continue to wane.
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Sudan
11 July 2022: Protesters mark Eid with sit-in
Anti-army groups celebrated Eid al-Adha during a sit-in
protest in Khartoum and Omdurman on Saturday.
Demonstrations against the military government have
continued despite the announcement by Gen Abdel Fattah
Al-Burhan that the army would make way for a civilian
government. Civil activist groups remain sceptical of the
army and on Thursday pro-democracy groups formed a new
“revolutionary council.”
Morocco
20 July 2022: Dozens protest visit of Israeli official
Dozens of people gathered outside the Moroccan
parliament in Rabat to protest against the visit of the Chief
of Staff for the Israeli army. Aviv Kochavi is on a three-day
trip to Morocco to discuss strengthening military
agreements between the two countries. The visit is part of
the normalisation of relations which was agreed in 2020.
The protesters, organised by the National Action Group
for Palestine, said the Israeli army continues to commit war
crimes against Palestinians in the occupied West Bank and
Gaza Strip.
Libya
22 July 2022: Rival security forces clash in Tripoli
Several people have been killed in clashes between rival
armed factions in the capital Tripoli. Fighting erupted near
the Radisson Blu hotel in the centre of the city on Friday
morning. There were earlier clashes late on Thursday in the
Ain Zara region between gunmen from the Special
Deterrence Force and troops from the Presidential Council’s
security force.
Iran
25 July 2022: Iran claims to have foiled Israel-backed
attacks
Iranian officials claim to have foiled Israel-backed attacks
against “sensitive” sites. The intelligence ministry said
several agents linked to Mossad had been arrested before
they were able to carry out sabotage attacks. “This
network’s members were in contact with Mossad spy
agency through a neighbouring country and entered Iran
from Kurdistan region with advanced equipment and strong
explosives,” said the IRNA state news agency in a
statement. Israeli officials refused to comment.
Bahrain
25 July 2022: Official sacked for snubbing Israeli envoy
The head of the Bahrain Authority for Culture and
Antiquities has been sacked after she refused to shake
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hands with the Israeli envoy. Sheikha Mai bint Mohammed
Al Khalifa was dismissed following the incident, which took
place at the home of the US envoy to Bahrain, Stephen
Bundy, last month. She has previously expressed
opposition to the normalisation of relations between
Bahrain and Israel.
Yemen
25 July 2022: Child killed in Taiz shelling
A six-year-old boy has been killed and 11 other children
wounded after shells hit a residential area of Taiz. Local
health officials told reporters that Albara Murad Abdullah
Al-Sharef and the other children were playing outside their
homes when the shells hit on Sunday. The Houthi rebel
group is accused of carrying out the attack, which would
constitute the latest breach of an UN-brokered truce.
Saudi Arabia
27 July 2022: Egyptian woman arrested over TikTok video
An Egyptian woman has been arrested by police in
Riyadh over allegations that she posted sexually provocative
material on the social media platform TikTok. Tala Safwan
posted a video of a live chat with a friend; police said the
conversation contained “sexual content and suggestiveness
that could have a negative impact on public morality”. She
has denied any lesbian subtext in her comments and said
the clip had been taken out of context. Homosexuality is
banned in Saudi Arabia.
Syria
28 July 2022: Seventeen killed in Sweida clashes
At least 17 people have been killed in clashes in the
southern province of Sweida. Fighting erupted between
armed residents and gangs aligned with the government on
Tuesday and continued through Wednesday. “This
uprising flared up very suddenly and there were attacks on
the bases of these armed groups, which are reinforced with
heavy weapons,” Rayan Maarouf, an activist and head of the
Suwayda 24 local media outlet, told Reuters.
UAE
29 July 2022: Torrential rain forces thousands to evacuate
in UAE and Oman
Thousands of people have been forced to evacuate their
homes across the UAE and Oman due to torrential rain.
Officials in the UAE said 4,225 people needed to be moved,
with Sharjah, Ras Al Khaimah and Fujairah the worst
affected areas. More than 20 hotels are being utilised to
provide temporary accommodation. Meanwhile, in Oman
hundreds of people were evacuated due to flash flooding in
the Wilayat of Madha, Musandam Governorate.
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